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"Under no circumstances haveany of
Fr. Davis' former parishioners or any
children been placed at risk becauseof
his illness," said the statementreleased
by Case.
"Peter Davis is a giftedJesuitpriest,"
Case's statement said at one point.
"Throughout his years of ministry he
has proven to be a sourceof hope and
inspiration to his brothers and to those
he has served. To see this man now
fading in our midst is not easy for any
of us."
Levada's statement echoed Case's in
itspraise for Davis,adding"about God's
mercy and love there isno doubt. And
so we too must respond to those who
contract AIDS with a compassion
patternedon God's unconditional love."
Both statements joined Davis in
expressing the desire that the news of
his illness might help other AIDS
victims and their loved ones. Levada
called forasearch "for the mosteffective
ways in which to provide the spiritual
and physical care and support for our
brothers and sisters who suffer from this
diseaseor maystill contract it."
the issueat SU arestruggling to chart a
course between the immediacy of the
AIDS threat while recognizing the
sensitivenatureof the disease.
"We've known for years that we
should have been doing something,"
saidLisaUrsino, SU campusminister.
"I think we'reat the stagenow where
we're reallyready to tackle it." Ursino
said the Catholic Church's view of the
homosexual act as "evil" has created an
undeniable tension for Catholic insti-
tutions trying to deal with the AIDS
epidemic.
"I think the bishops' letter gives us
guidelines on how to deal with that
tension,"Ursinosaid.
Student Life staff still must be
educated to the "myths around AIDS"
before they can properly begin
informingothers, sheadded. In addition
to learning the details of the public
health information available, Ursino
said, the staff will have to remain
conscious of overall Catholic Church
teaching.
"It's going to take a lotof work," she
conceded.
Ursino acknowledged that as the
program gradually takes shape, the
disease is spreading quickly. "It's one
thing that personally angers me," she
See 'Campus' page ten
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Debate over AIDS
education grows
oncampus
Seattle University's Health Center offers AIDS Information pamphlets to the
campus community.
By STEVECLARKE
, staff reporter
i
I The role of Seattle University in
educating its students and the com-
munity about AIDS issues, including
prevention, is receiving heightened
awareness by variouscampus groups.
Wide disagreement exists regarding
what prevention methods to pursue,
especially in light of the Catholic
Church's stand against the use of
condoms. U.S. Surgeon General C.
EverettKoop has recommended the use
of prophylactics to reduce the risk of
contracting the disease.
The intensified focus on education
follows a statementbyU.S. bishops in
December that endorsed educational
programs providing information about
condom use, "as long as the information
is offered within a broader moral
context," in the words of a Dec. 18
editorial in the National Catholic
Reporter.
The bishop's statement, which "has
caused a visible split in the U.S.
hierarchy," according to an article by
DavidM.Hollenbach,SJ.,in the Dec.
26 issue of America Magazine,will be
reviewedlater this year.
In the meantime, those whodeal with
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SU Jesuits invite ailing
colleague suffering from
AIDS to LoyolaHall
Korthius stressed the need for new
nursing homes. There are currently 1.4
million Americans in nursing homes,
Korthius noted, and there are 26
million elderly in this country.In the
next 50 years, she said, there will be
66.6 million elderly.
"Thebirth rateisdeclining,peopleare
living longer, and the proportion of
people over 80 is growing,"she said.
"I don't know how long it will be
until we make a decision yet,"
Eshelman added. "It's certainly an
"It's really in the very early planning
stages," said John Eshelman, Ph.D.,
executive vice president. "It's an idea
that has a lot of merit, but the Un-
iversity isnot yetcommitted to it."
involved in its future planning
sessions,sheadded.
"Oneof our ideas," said Korthius, "is
the notion ofa teachingnursing home,
with emphasis on quality care for older
peopleand teachingat the same time."
"We would work really closely with
the administration and the staff of the
nursing home (to)enhance the quality
of the care,"Korthius added.
This approach speaks to future
demandof caring for theelderlyand the
education of students, Korthius noted.
"That really could serve SU goals,"
Korthius stated. "The University is
interested in community service and
student education. There are a lot of
possibilities."
No. 81(478-800)
Kay Korthius, dean of the nursing
school, would like to combine
quality care for elderly and teaching.
exciting possibility, something we're
really interested in, but it will be a
while yet."
ByMIKELIGOT
staff reporter
The Seattle University School of
Nursing and SUadminstration officials
are exploring the idea of operating a
nursing home staffed by nursing
students.
The prospective home,besides caring
for elderly persons, would serve as a
training ground for SU nursing
students,stated Kay Korthius,dean of
SU's nursing school.
Gene E.Lynn, whooperatesnursing
homes in severalstatesand whofunded
the nursing school's building, wanted
to develop the prospective home,
Korthius stated. Lynn would be
VolumeLVHI
BySTEVECLARKE
staff reporter
A Jesuit priest in Portland who
announced publicly inDecember thathe
has contracted AIDS hasbeen invitedto
stay atSeattle University's LoyolaHall
and use the infirmary services there,
confirmed Stephen Sundborg, S.J.,
rectorof SU'sJesuit community.
The move for Peter Davis, S.J.,
which Sundborg termsas "highly like-
ly," couldbe as far asayearaway,due
to Davis' improvedcondition since the
announcementwasmade public thathe
hadcontracted AIDS.
Davis, 42, is a Seattle native who
Sundborgdescribes as "a friendofmany
of ours." Davisrequested his illness be
made known to his parish, the press,
and the Society of Jesus' Oregon
Province, which administers the 400
Jesuits in Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
Montana and Alaska,on Dec. 6.
Davis, who has been a priest since
1975, "contracted his disease after a
sexual encounter withan adultmale,"
according to a statement released by
Frank Case, S.J.,provincialsuperior.
"In the OregonProvince, wehave two
infirmaries: onehere andone atGonzaga
University," Sundborg said. "Our com-
munity, when it heard that Fr. Davis
had AIDS,spontaneously invitedhim to
come make use of the infirmary when
heneeds it."
Sundborg speculated that "it's likely
that it's going to be several months; it
may even bea year, dependingon how
the remission works."
Sundborg said Case will make the
final decision on the place Davis will
stay. He added that SU's Jesuit
community enlisted the advice of a
doctor who specializes in infectuous
diseasesbefore making their decision to
extend the invitation to Davis.
"Out of that, it was simply that the
immediate response of the Jesuits was
one of compassion, of wanting to be
able to help this fellow Jesuit," Sund-
borg said. "We would like tobe able to
takecare of sucha person at oneof our
own places, so we let it be known to
Peter Davis and also to the provincial,
that the community would be able to
handle itandare welcominghim."
According to his research, Davis is
"the first priest in the country actively
serving a parish to be diagnosed as
having AIDS," reported an attorney for
the Portland archdiocese, Richard
McMenamin, in the Dec. 18 issue of
the National Catholic Reporter. A
spokesman for Oregon Province said
that to hisknowledge,Davis is the first
Jesuit soafflicted.
According to the statementreleased by
Case, Davis has taken leave of his
duties since learning of his illness "for
restandrecuperation."
Both Case's statement and one
releasedby Archbishop WilliamLevada
of the Portland Archdiocese,stress that
AIDS cannot be transmitted by casual
contact, including the reception of the
Communion wafer or cup.
0°
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ByANDREA SOULIER
staff reporter
"We were sitting there kissing a little
but we hadn't taken any clothes off or
anything like that.Ihadn't been paying
attention but he had unzipped his pants
and heexposedhimself.Thenhegrabbed
me,his hands were behind my head and
he forced myhead down...he forced me to
haveoral sex withhim."
Beverly was 18 when she became
a victim ofacquaintance rape. Acquaint-
ance rape is sexual assault by someone
youknow, but aren't necessarily dating.
Now 32, she still gets angry and
remembers all theold feelingsof shame
and guilt and wondering if somehow it
was her fault.
According to Py Bateman, founder of
Alternatives to Fear, approximately 88
percent of all rape is some form of
acquaintance rape. The percentageof
acquaintancerape that couldbeclassified
as daterape,sexual assaultby someone
youaredating, differs by agegroup.For
the teen andcollege agegroupdate rape
is the vastmajority ofacquaintancerape.
"And it's not just (first-time) dates but
steady dates, boyfriends and fiancees,"
said Bateman.
Alternatives to Fear was the
organization chosen by Mv Rho Chi,
PsiChi and SafetyandSecurity to guide
the date rape seminar being sponsored
by these groups. This organization
focuses on decision-making and com-
munication skills,physicalself-defense,
and what todo after anattempthasbeen
made.
Most women do not
term sexual assault by
someone they know, and
possibly trust, as rape.-- Glenda Corwin, assistant
director of the SU Counseling
Center. y*
Date rape is an issue which is
under-recognized and under-reported,
according to Bateman. Most women do
not termsexual assaultby someone they
know,andpossibly trust, as rape.
"When you think of rape,you think of
a stranger jumping out of a dark alley.
It's hard for women to believe that
someone theymight want to go out with
or trust is arapist," said GlendaCorwin,
assistant director of the Seattle
UniversityCounselingCenter staff.
years before she could come to terms
anddeal withher experience.
This is a painful example of
how one violently aggressive act by a
mancan radically alter a woman's entire
life.
It's become a woman's
problem but it was a
man's problem first.
It's a violent act
performed by men.- Tim Leary, assistant to the
vicepresident ofstudent life.
Leary hopes the seminar will attracta
largeportion of themenoncampus. "It's
become a woman'sproblem but it wasa
man's problem first. It's a violent act
performedby men,"he said.
There will be asign-up sheet for men
at the opening seminar and if enough
interest is shown therepossibly willbea
workshop for men to examine their role
in the issue, according to Tanguy
Martin,co-presidentofMvRhoChi and
one of the originalplanners of the date
rape seminar. "I would really like tosee
meninvolved too," saidMartin.
"At 23, Iwas socialized to
accept the blame," said Stephanie.
"When Isee it now, when it happens
today...l feelangry."
StephanieandBeverlyhavebothcome
to terms with their experiencesandhave
regainedcontrol oftheir lives.Yet, date
rape isn'ta thingof thepast-ithappens
every day and the first step in dealing
with itis beingable toidentify it.
"Women areparticularly vulnerable to
putting themselves at risk," said
Stephanie. "Underneath we inherit that
choke collar thathooksup to, 'we're not
completeuntil wehave aman.'"
Many of the people involved in
planning the seminar hope it will act
bothas a preventative measure andas a
resource for women who have already
been victims. "I think...this is a pro-
active approach to the issue. But you
also need to deal with it when itcomes
up," stated Tim Leary,assistant to the
vicepresidentofstudent life.
Residence hall representatives have
strong hopes that student awareness of
the issue will increase. "Given my
position and knowing the statistics, it
makes me wonder how often this
happens in the hall,"said Tami Daws,
residentdirector ofCampionTower.
Part of theseminar's focus will
be to examine dieroles menand society
play in date rape. Our society trains men
to be aggressive and teaches them that
"Sometimes when she says 'no' she
means 'yes.'"
Byage23,Stephanie,an airline flight
attendant, had traveled around Europe.
She had been on her own almost five
yearsandhadsome sexualexperiences."I
wasarelativelymature twenty-threeyear
old," saidStephanie.
She had been dating a pilot for six
months when she became a victim of
acquaintance rape.
"We were sitting in the living room
listening to music when he pinned me
against the couch...l told him that I
didn't see this as a part of our rela-
tionship...but he wasn't hearing me,he
was mentally gone. He started tearingat
my clothes...lfought,Iscratched and
kicked him but Iwas 53" and 100
pounds and he was 6'l" and
built...Finally it got down to where he
had his hands on my throat andIeither
had sex with him or Iwas in real
physical danger."
The psychological impact of
being raped by a close friend was
devastating to Stephanie. "I felt guilt...l
was confused,suddenly all the rules were
"I learned from Py that at other
colleges in the past there has been a lot
of women who have contacted the
school's counseling center after oneof
these seminars," saidCorwin.
Corwin believes that a large number
of women who have experienced
acquaintancerapebut didn't seeitas rape
will come forward after the seminar to
talk about their experiencesandpossibly
reportincidences.
A recent survey revealed over-
whelming support for the University
Commons.
The survey, conducted by the Com-
mons' managers and the SU admin-
istration,concluded that 92 percentof
the restaurant's patrons are happy with
the menu, operating hours and help-
fulness of personnel.
The survey was conducted so Com-
monspersonnel couldpinpoint what SU
faculty and staff wantand expect from
an on-campus, full-service restaurant.
Says Mary Flynn, Commons super-
visor, "We're trying to reach everyone
on campus."
Since the survey was conducted,one
waiterhas been added to the Commons'
ByMICHAELABETOR
staff reDOrter
Staff gives Commons grade 'A'
Corrections
staff to alleviate lunch-hour congestion
andslow service.
The restaurant now opens one-half
hour later and closes one-half hour ear-
lier than when it first opened tocoincide
with facultymembers' schedules.
In the nearly three months since the
Commons opened,business has picked
up dramatically. Flynnattributes this to
various promotional events, including
Thanksgiving and Christmas banquets.
A faculty breakfast, designed to get
faculty and staffmembers into the habit
of spending their freeperiods andcoffee
breaks in theCommons, is planned for
this week.
The speakers at the Martin Luther
King celebration/forum Jan. 16 called
for political unity against racism and
militarism. The caption on the pho-
tograph(pageone)was inerror. Thecap-
tion also contained a misspelling of
Oswaldo Chavez Arevelo'sname.
On page three a picture of Barbara
Yates was mislabeled as a picture of
Kristi Weir.
In a story about WashPIRGon page
two of last week's Spectator, an in-
correctname for thegroup. The group's
correct name is the Washington Public
InterestResearchGroup.
Seminar on date rape planned
44%reportedhavinggivenintosexplaybecause theywereoverwhelmedby the
man'spressure
13% suffered threatsof physicalforce tocoerce theminto sexplay
15%hadsexualintercourseattempted(unsuccessfully)bythreats or force
12%hadexperiencedsexual intercourse attempted(unsuccessfully)bymen whohad
given them drugsoralcohol
25%gavein tointercoursebecause of pressure
9%had intercourse forced onthemby threats orphysical force
Statistics arebasedupon anational studyof womenoncollegecampuses in1986.
(Koss,1986)
Given my position and
knowing the statistics, it
makes me wonder how
often this happens in the
hall.
~ Tami Daws, resident director
ofCampionTower.
changed. Itried to find a way tomakeit
go away, like it never happened," she
said.
Almost two years later Stephanie
began dating again. "I went out with
groups. The phone was an ally.Inever
invited people into my home unless
there were several of us. Ibeacame
guarded, the enthusiasm was gone," she
said.
Even after Stephanie was finally able
to seek counseling,it was almost five
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Theprogram currently includes three
or four students and ideally is looking\
for 10-12. Being a STAR volunteer
involves four to six hours per quarter.
Any interested students may contact
LoriRhettat the Admissions Office.
"Last year was the first year and
there were kinks to work out," said
Rhett. Rhett entered the position
whenRobinEndecot resignedlastyear
to travel in Europe. "Last year they
had alater start," Rhett said.
Lori Rhett,new director of the pro-
gram, is attempting to make the pro-
gram more effective. Organizationand
involvement are the goals for this year.
STAR intends to visit many area
high schools and talk to seniorsabout
SU. Last weekend STAR hosted a
Sleeping Bag Weekend. Prospective
students stayed on campus and this
week are participating in classes.This
allows them to have the actual SU
experience.
Student admissions representatives
(STAR),a student volunteer program
organized last year, is aimed at
freshmen who are unfamiliar with
college life. Prospective students are
invited to the SU campus where they
may sit in on classes, participate in
activities at the Connolly Center and
get the full feelof campusliving.
The Seattle University Admissions
Office has created a program to give
prospective studentsarealistic view of
life at SU.
BySTEPHANIEWHEAT
staff reporter
High school
seniors
experience SU
Students change eatinghabits
Also,the office startedanew program
last year.Initiated byRobin Endicott,
the Student Admissions Representative
(STAR) program uses students as
admissions office representatives.
The "Viewbook" was revamped to
look like a poster that opens into a
brochure telling the prospective student
about Seattle University.
because of the cost.
To aid in recruiting, the SU
admissions office hasproduced twonew
"recruiting tools."
High School seniors experience "real college life" at a Sleeeping Weekend
dance held on the second floor of the Student Union Building.
headds.
According toGrate,many students are
attending college to improve
themselves.
Gerig says SU competes with a
strong community collegesystem and
many new freshmenandsophomoresare
choosing these institutions over SU
"Thereare other optionsavailable,if
you think about how many (adver-
tisements) you see about the Army or
the Armed Services...kids arenow faced
withother choices," stated Grate.
Seattle University receives about
40,000 inquiries from prospective
students each year according to Keith
Grate, Seattle University admissions
counselor.
The admissions office begins their
recruiting process by sending
information to those40,000 inquiries.
This recruiting process has many
variations on theme according Lee
Gerig, dean of admissions at SU. "It
depends upon on your particular
population," statesGerig.
Yet, the office tries to stress four
basic areas, called the Four C's, to all
prospectivestudents,according toGerig.
Curriculum isstill theprimary reason
why students choose the University,
saysGerig.
In the fall of 1988 SUhas added the
masscommunications and international
business majors to the curriculum
offered atSUin aneffort toenhance it.
Also, cost and the admissions
standards arecoveredby theoffice when
recruitingstudents.
The second area is the community.
"Community is where you begin to
develope lifetime relationships," states
Gerig. School spirit, activities in the
residence halls and intercollegiate
athletics all make up the Seattle Uni-
versitycommunity,explains Gerig. The
third area is campus. "The campus is
essentially brick and mortar," explains
Gerig. Seattle as acity isstressed.
"We, in our philosophy, want to
serve the students," Gerigsaid. "We are
not justhere looking for warm bodies,"
By DAVID SPRIGGS
staff reporter
By JENNIFERVOLANTE
staff reporter
New Year'sresolutions almost always
seem to include diet and exercise,but
can you count on SU food services to
provide you with the nutritional meals
you want?
Student eating trends in theChieftain
are leading away from junk food and
toward healthy, nutritious foods, says
Celina Travis,manager of theChieftain,
the Cave and the coffee cart. She also
says the students like to "grabandgo."
The biggest complaint at the Chief-
tain is lack of variety, according to
some SU students. Travis says limited
equipment and space are her major
problems. "We get requests for stir-fry
dinners, but we just don't have the
necessaryequipment."
Patsy Beahan, SU student, says
she eats at the Chieftain almost every
day, but as far as nutritious fare is
concerned, "they're hurting." Beahan
wouldlike to seehomemade breads and
a wider variety of homemade soups.
Beahan likes salad, but says the salad
bar in theChieftain is "boring."
Travis says for variety theChieftain
offers a taco bar as an alternative to the
salad bar and it is up to the students to
put what they want onit. "If they want
butter or sour cream and chives, then
they are the ones who put it on," says
Travis.
Travis says the Chieftain is looking
to develop a natural foods section, but
they have many rules and regulations
they must adhere to before they can
incorporate any new products or meal
plans. Travis says SU offers many
nutritional foods,but theyare available
intermittently in the other eating
facilities oncampus.
Travis says she tries to incorporate
new foods and new ideas every quarter.
For example,the Chieftain plans to put
inanespressobar within three weeks.
Travis says she would like to offer a
special mealplan for dieters,butdoesn't
forsee that, happening for at least
another year. "Something like that
would take time," she said, "if it
happens atall."
Steve Anderson, manager of the
Marketplace, and Travis both observe
changes in student eatinghabits as the
year progresses. They see students
eating lighter meals as the weather
begins to warm up.
Anderson says the majority of
students whodine at theMarketplaceare
mostly freshmen and sophomores who
liveon campus. He sees a trend toward
"fast food" and said the majority of
students arenot concerned with "diets"
or nutritional foods. He attributes this
to the different types of students whoeat
in theMarketplace.
The Marketplace boasts a more
complete salad bar than theChieftan. It
offers tuna salad, turkey, mixed fruit,
raisins,cheese andother combinations.
Anderson sayshehad toreduce orders
for whole wheat breadand whole wheat
rolls because the students "don't want
themand theyjustdon't sell well."
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Touch-Tell enables students to
register for courses,add-or drop them,
and pay for them in the comfort and
privacy of their livingrooms.
Sullivan says SU is the first school
in the Northwest to have an automated
registration system.
According to SU'sRegistrar,Dannette
Sullivan,the Universityhas been in the
processof modifyinganewly automated
registration system since it was first
installed last August.
SUoriginally installed the system to
help reduce frustratingly long
registration lines and the amount of
running around between offices by
students duringregistration.
Last quarter SU began using the
system on a trial basis for add/drops.At
that time the University planned to
processallregistration via the telephone
thisquarter.
Seattle University students must wait
until next fall to register from the
convenience of their ownhomes because
of modifications the University must
make to the Touch-Tell Class
Registration system that was installed
last August.
ByDIANAHOKENSON
staff reporter
Despite fast food habits at the
Marketplace,it caters to the vegetarian
as well. Anderson says he offers
vegetarianmeals, but not all the time.
SU alters phone registration
"There isn't 100 percentconsistent par-
ticipation all the time because students
can eatelsewhere," says Anderson,
see 'Campus'pagetwelve
Touch-Tell,given to the University
on a try-out basis by the 1776
Corporation, operateswith a touch-tone
telephone.The student calls the system
by dialing a certain number and an
automated voice asks for the student's
identification number. Moments later
further instructions are given for
punching in the class code number and
class title.
Before the systemis ready for use by
allSU students,more modifications are
necessary.
Sullivan is currently working with
BillTreneer of the 1776 Corporation to
personally individualize the new system
tomeetSUs needs.
Sullivan and Treneer discovered the
Touch-Tell system would work more
efficiently if it were connected to an
IBM computer. Currently, SUis in the
process of replacing its old
Hewlett-Packard 3,000 computer with
theIBM.
Othermodifications include the usage
of the student's birthdate inconjunction
with his or her student identification
number. This will further protect the
student's registration process in the
event that another student unknowingly
dials the wrongIDnumber.
see 'New'page twelve
SUcompetes for students
NEWS
pholo
by
Michelle
Gkxfc
Itall has to do with culture. Women
grow up seeing men as predators.
Females have to decide how to cope
with what seems to be a fact of life.
Thereare several alternative ways todeal
withperceivedmale aggressionand they
arerelated to thecircumstancesof life as
a woman.
Most women are physically smaller
and weaker thanmostmen. A womanis
much more likely to be the victim of a
physical attack than a man. The
neanderthals whoprowl our streetsand
take what they want are not the same
guys whoask for dates,butbothclasses
aremales. Thestreet thugs look for easy
prey. They don't want to take on a
person whoisanequalmatch.
Male students atSU frequently com-
plain that theydon'tknow what women
want. If they behave like gentlemen,
women will drop them in favor of
macho sleazeballs.If the samemen try a
more heavy-handedapproach, women
accuse them of beinginsensitive jerks.
Others go with the theory, "you can't
rape a .38," andarm themselves. Then
there is the average woman who seeks
the protection of a tame gorilla on a
short leash.
Dragons? Gorillas? Sure. Women see
men as animals,creatures to be feared,
placated or out-smarted. Men became
"rats," "studs" and "weasels" when
women found out that men referred to
female human beings as "pigs," "dogs"
andheifers.
Many otherwise intelligentmen think
women are paranoid about rape. They
think that rape has to do with sex.
Women know that rape has to do with
violence,notsex, arid although men are
occasionally raped, it's much more
likely to happen to a woman. It is
aggravating to a woman to hear a man
say that a woman is safe from rape if
sheisphysically unappealing.
Every woman hashad male strangers
appraise her in terms of sexual
desireability. These comments are not
the forerunners of physical attack but
the point is that nobody asked for an
evaluation. What if a woman told a
male stranger thathe hadacuterearend
or that she wouldn't have sexual
relations withhim ifhe paidher? Men,
evennice ones,know theycan getaway
withcomments likethese becausethere
is little chance of physical retaliation.
What's a womangoing todo,slaphim?
Hecould hither back andknock herinto
next week.If shepulls agunandshoots
him between the eyes, that could be
construedas over-reaction.
What nice guys don't understand is
that women are constantly awareof their
those games but the men they meet
have already been victimized by the
built-in vulnerability. It's a momentby
moment thing that men don't
experience.Women don't wearmake-up
to please other women, they wear it to
appear attractive tomen.Littlegirls like
to wear jeans, rather than dresses,
because they don'thave toremember to
keep their legs together for fear of
having a male see their underwear.
Actually, full skirts and dresses offer
much more freedom of movementthan
longpants buta femalecan't evenenjoy
traditional clothing because she may
inadvertently expose toomuch flesh to
males. Onhot summer days, when men
have the luxury of removing their
shirts, women have to sweat and hope
their make-up doesn't run.
If such an insignificant thing as a
woman's freedom to dressas shepleases
is impeded by the reaction of some
unknown male, what sortofsignal does
that send to a woman? It is saying that
1) men spend all their waking hours
trying to geta peek up a woman's skirt
and 2) a woman better learn to resign
herself to discomfort because a male-
dominated society says that's the wayit
has tobe.
Women have to contend with their
femaleness as aliability. It's no wonder
that many women decide to turn it into
an assetby usingit asa weapon.That's
where the confusion comes in and the
reason many normal men think they
must be losing their minds.
Any human being, male or female,
has the good sense to compensate for a
lack of something in onedepartment by
developing another talent. One way to
compensate for physical weakness is
throughcunning. Some women learn to
achieve an advantageous position by
promising sexual favors which they
never intend to deliver. Others deliver
because they assume that abargain has
been struck when, in fact,no deal was
evermade. Stillother women don'tplay
for 150 more students to live on
campus.Ifall of thisspace was utilized
the University would collect an
additional $331,200 per year from the
ISO students. Ido think that the
housing office should work to increase
the number of students living on
campus, but not by forcing all
Sophomores to live there.
-Kris Sigloh, student
these things, but not for everyone!
Instigating a required campus housing
policy could even damage the com-
munity by forcing students to stay
where theyarenotcomfortable,or even
worse, it could discourage potential
students fromenrolling.
Another possible reason for requiring
students tolive inresidence halls is that
theUniversity wouldbenefit financially.
According to the article there is room
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The Spectator applauds the compassion and wisdomof the Jesuits of LoyolaHall
whoareextending their hospitality toPeterDavis,SJ.
Weunderstand thatLoyola residentshave receiveda thoroughbriefing about AIDS.
We believe their decision to welcome Davis into their home is based on their
knowledgeof scientific facts,as wellas their love of Godand the human race.
We, as students, also need the facts about AIDS. The disease is as mucha fact of
our lives as it isof thelives of our instructors.
Most of usare young adults,andour risk of exposure isprobably greaterthan it is
for other segmentsof the population. Our lifestyles at this time may not be the same
as they will be later inlife.
A mistake made through ignorance could kill us. Most youthful errors are
correctable. AIDS is not.
We request that Seattle University aggressively address the task of educating
students about AIDS.Students need toknow how AIDS is transmitted,how it can be
prevented and what AIDS does to thebody.
Some of us fear that something wedid in the past mayputus atrisknow. Some of
us wonder if it is safe to visit friends who have the disease. Some ofus questionif we
will ever find acure for AIDS.
Thesearequestions that deserve thoughtful,educated answers.
LETTERS
To the Editor:
Iam concerned by thepossibility of
Seattle University requiring allFresh-
menand Sophomores tolive on campus
reported in last week's Spectator.
RequiringFreshmen to liveon campus
can be understood as an attempt to
facilitate the transition from living with
one's parent to living independently.
However, forcing Sophomores to
remain in the dormstakes away freedom
that isbothneeded and deserved.By the
time studentshavereached their second
yearof college they should be allowed
to make their own choices as to where
and how they wish to live. Ido not
want to criticize living on campus and
being a part of the university com-
munity. Ichose to live on campus
during my first two years at Seattle
University and it was a positive
experience-for me. However many
people find it difficult to live in the
dormitories. Whether their decision is
based on the lack of privacy, the
discipline, the high cost, or other
factors, students should be allowed and
encouraged to make the decision that is
best for them.
Jeremy Stringer feels that having
more people living on campus would
improve academics andhelp tobuild the
community. Yes,student housing does
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Where the boys are
ByJUDY LEWIS
opinion editor
other types. In this way, people who
start out as sincere learn from bad
experiencetobecome thekind ofpeople
they wouldn't want to associate with
themselves.
The nice man who is ignored by a
woman whoprefers thecruder typecan't
be expectedto know that the womanhas
been conditioned to think that strength
is expressed through aggression. The
womanfeels sheneeds protection from a
hostile environment so she's quite
willing to put up with a little abuse in
order to avoid more serious abuse.That
makes as much sense as the young
woman on a recent "Donahue" show
who said she avoids rape by not
strugglingagainst unwanted advances.
What's the answer? Perhaps current
events will serve to solve the problem
for us.Promiscuous people who can't
form stable relationships are no longer
glamour figures. The lifestyle is just
too risky. People who can nurture
long-term loving relationships are
becoming the role-models for this
generation.Theideaof sharinglife with
what used to becalled a "nerd" is very
appealing.
Men who "take what they want" often
getmore than theybargain for including
venereal diseases and women who
secretly hate them. Women who "play
games" also win unexpectedprizeslike
disease and more trouble than theycan
everhandle.
Hang in there, good guys. Your day
has arrived!
Some women hide behind locked
doors after sunset. Some take their
chances and frequentlybecome statistics.
Women are taught from childhood
that they are not safe on the streets,
especially atnight,because ofmen who
seek to victimize them. They are also
taught that if amaleaccompanies them,
their chances of being attacked are
greatly reduced. So what does this tella
woman? She learns that theeasiest way
to beprotected from anevildragon is to
find favor with agooddragon.
SPECULATION
Lazy people don't get up that
early to waithours in line just for stale
bread and government cheese, Evans
says.
Evans was one of four panelists on
the SU campus last Wednesday during
the second of a two day awareness
raising program titled "Economic
fln)JusticeToday."
The forum was sponsoredby the SU
Peace & Justice Center, the Volunteer
Center, the Black Student Unionand the
Educational ProgramsCommittee.
Linda Stone,of the state's Governor's
Task Force on Hunger, agrees with
Evans.
"One illness and a person can be
bankrupt," Stone says. She told the
audience that many foodbank users are
trappedwithin ahelplessnesssyndrome.
"Jobs are no longer the answer,"
Stone says. Many peopleare employed
ByMONICA ALQUIST
staff reporter
Seattle University took a step in the
right direction last week,according to
Matt Smith, an SU student who
participated in theCentral Area Neigh-
borhoodPlunge.
After participating in the plunge,
several students expressed interest in
involvement with the homeless and
hungry.
Smith and about 30 other students
participated in the Central Area
NeighborhoodPlunge organizedby the
Volunteer Center and the Peace and
Justice Center. They visited homeless
and hungry individuals throughout the
Centralarea.
Smith, who served lunch at the
Mount Carmel Center, believes there
should be students who visit the needy
on a continual basis. "If Iwould
continue going, it would be a
broadening experience for both of
us(himselfand the needy),"he said.
Half of the "manpower" for these
community centers are volunteers,added
Philip Elrod,SUstudent
The community centers are ongoing
volunteer possibilities for students, said
Sue Koehler, coordinator of SU's
Volunteer Center. TheVolunteer Center
has about 50 different volunteer oppor-
tunities and the list continues to grow,
Central Area project offers
help for the hungry
sheadded.
Smith andElrod werepleased that SU
has begun to interact with the central
community, but feel only the first step
hasbeen taken.
Elrod, who visited theBoys andGirls
club, St. Francis House, Seattle
Emergency Housingand Mount Carmel
Center,saidhe hopes that SU willhave
aplungeeachquarter.
"At first it seems threatening" to join
theplunge, said Elrod,but as you talk
with thepeople,it's notthreatening,and
you are able to understand the people
better.
Smith said even though he was
expecting to see hunger and need, he
was still shocked. "They are just like
meandyou,"headded.
Originally 50 people volunteered for
last week's plunge,butmany cancelled,
commenting they would like to
volunteer,but don'thave the time.
In order to allow more students to
volunteer and include non-traditional
students,Koehler saidshe is thinkingof
making the plunge an intensified two
day experiencenext quartereither on a
weekendor duringspring break.
"I feel very positive that the students
heredocare," saidKoehler.
"Just by doing a little bit, when we
do it together, we can really make a
difference,"addedKoehler.
but can't get ahead, she explained,
because they were laid off from high
paying factory or forest jobs and now
have to live off meager service sector
wages.
Stone says that's why the governor
has appointeda task force to search for
long term solutions for the increasing
number of Washington residents who
livebelow thepoverty level.
"Most people cycle in and out of
welfare," saysStone.
The task force is investigating the
financial policiesof the state and plans
for community economic development.
Stone says the answer won't be
a sweeping one for Washington, but
will instead be a city-by-city
development system based on the
particularneeds andindividual economic
strengthsof agiven town.
Greg McNabb, panelist and member
of Food Lifeline, a foodbank
clearinghouse and foodstuff trans-
portation organization,agrees with the
community systemapproach.
"Individual responses cancorrect the
problem," McNabb says. "I've traveled
inmany cities,buthave not found alot
of self help programs. Corporations
Panelist Michael Levinson, a
supervisor with the U.S. government's
commodity program, takes a different
tack.
donate food for tax write-offs. But
smaller business do it for community
responsibility."
"It's unrealistic to assume large
blocks of people will be moved from
one social rung to another," Levinson
says. "I tell my kids they have to be
see 'Panel'page ten
SU students take the Plunge
Matt Smith helps Linda Wells prepare spaghetti at the Mount Carmel Day
Center. The Mount Carmel Day Center is a drop-in shelter for the homeless.ByMARK KRAMER
staff reporter
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Larry Evans says that street people
and thehungry aren't lazy, they're only
down and out due to circumstances
abovetheir control.
Evans ought to know. As one of
only twopaid employees of the Central
Area Motivation Project (C.A.M.P.). a
non-profit self-help agency in thecity's
Central District, he arrives at work
when most of Seattle is merely rising
frombed.
At6 a.m.everyThursday and Friday,
Evanssays a linehas already formed to
wait for the foodstuffs and government
commodities that will be handed out at
the C.A.M.P. foodbank.
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Fest features
NW writers
By MARSHAEDSCORN
staff reporter
The small dark theater had standing
room only,as familyand friends waved
to the actorsanddirectors arranging the
props on the stage.The writers couldbe
picked out among the crowd by the
handshakes and pats-on-the-back of
congratulations. As the lights dimmed,
the murmur of theaudience came to a
halt,anticipating the creative work by
our localplaywrights.
Opening the eveningevents,Dorothy
Velasco's farcical play, "The Sex
Goddess," takes us U „Muall Oregon
town in 1926. Imagi.... a 190-pL..nd
"thex goddcth
"
wanting to spread good
will and her "good looks" to all of
mankind.EdithCramar,aportly woman
in her 30's, thinks life isn't dramatic
enough as the wifeof a car dealership
owner and a mother of a two yearold.
For Edith,beinga wife and mother are
handicaps. Edithcraves excitement and
decides to go to Hollywood where she
can become a "famouthmovie thtar."
Wearing a black tassel Charleston
dress,Edith bustles about trying to pack
her naughty negliges and other
belongings before Arthur comes home.
Authur comes homein time to find that
his wife is deserting him. The short,
meticulous man kneels to his wife,
beggingher to stay. He knows she'll
returna failure,but inhis eyes,sheisa
sex goddess. Authur hasalwaysadmired
larger women,but that'sbecause he was
raised on Richard Wagner. Edith is
flattered and tempted by Arthur's
passion,but Hollywood awaits. Arthur
tries to threaten her hopesby remarking
about her age. Edith is not threatened
because she readsmodemmagazines and
according to her philosophy, she will
not get wrinkles. As a modern woman,
Edith needs "exthitement." Arthur's only
worry,asEdith drives off inhisCadil-
lac,is thatexcitement makesher stupid.
As the lights dim again, the thunder-
ous applause and whistles indicate the
play's success. Blatant humor best
describes what Velascohas written.
By the lastperformance, theaudience
thinned out to a handful of admirers.
These few were fortunateenough to see
the dramatic, yet witty style of Jesse
Minkert in the "Shy Bride's Portrait."It
shows twopeople trying to uncover the
reason for their frustrations. A neurotic
bride-to-be must get a portrait done
(even though she's cameraphobic) in
time for the wedding. She nervously
rattles about the studio repeatedly telling
theartist how she's never had anything
like this donebefore.The impatient and
uncaring artist disregardsher attitude and
asks her to have a seat so they can get
started.Heexplainshow he worksashe
circles around her examining her
features. The uneasy bride hastily
gathers her things to leave.She realizes
that the portrait isn't for her and stays.
Shebegs theartist to helpher through
the whole ordeal but he is not a
therapist.He attempts several different
techniques that appeal to her but she
just can't sit still without going into
hysterics, theartist patiently listens to
her stories of when she was in the third
grade,how she met her fiance and how
she fears throwing up at her own
wedding.
He exchangeshis one story of aboy
and his mother that had come into the
studio. The boy wasa walking tornado
with a set of vocal chords, and his
mother was no help. The artist explains
thathe hadnoauthoritative controlover
the child. He feels like a failure
expccially since the child was his own
son. The bride begins to discuss her
father andhow shealways felt imperfect
to him because he never gave her
attention. Through each other,thebride
and theartist wereable tounderstand the
portraits of their own lives.
The play was long but you could
walk away understanding the theme. A
touch of humor here and there helped
lightenarealistic scenario.
The 1988 New City Theatre
Playwright's Festival is featuring new
plays from the Northwest playwrights.
Thirty-one premiers will be shown in
three weeks from Jan. 20-31. The best
of the playwrights will be performed
again from Feb. 3-7. The playwrights
participating in the festival wereselected
from over 75 submissions based on
their sample scripts,project proposals
and writing background. Plays for the
Bestof theFestival willbe selectedbya
jury of theatre professionals based on
their festival performance and on the
finished script. This is the first annual
playwright festival for artists and
audiences alike.
Unfortunately, neither "The Shy
Bride's Portrait" or "The Sex Goddess"
are still running; however,be sure to
look for Minkert andVelasco's work in
upcoming festivals in the years to
come.
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A R TS & ENTRTAINMENT
Profile:
SU priest shows
versatility as
Writer
ByKENBENES
Thereis an oldadage thatsays those
whocan,doand those whocan't, teach.
For some, this holds true. For others,
such as Roger Gillis S.J., a Seattle
University drama instructor, the com-
binationof doingand teaching isa way
"I've always considered myself as a
person who loved a lot of different
things,8 Gillis said in a recent inter-
view. "I consider myself lucky to be
bothaplaywrightanda teacher."
Called a "playwright to watch in the
future" by Los Angeles theater critic
PaulCausey,Gillis is the authorof two
plays. His first play, a full-length
comedy titled "The Big City," was
producedat the SpokaneCivic Theater
in 1985. The second, a one act play
titled "All Talk," was produced last
summer at thePowerhouse Theater in
A collection of nine short scenes
dealing with urban and suburban life,
"AH Talk" enjoyeda successful run of
over six weeks. The play received
critical acclaim inboth a theater maga-
zineandaSantaMonica newspaper.
Yet, the theatrical accomplishments
Giltishas achievedhavenotchangedhis
feelings for education. After receiving
his master of fine arts degree from
CatholicUniversity of America, Gillis
started teachingdrama atSUinJanuary,
"Ilike to think ofmyself asa teacher
who promotes active learning,"he said.
"Iamagreatbeliever inco-learning,and
look at myself as the senior member of
aco-learningsituation.Idon'tever want
tocome offas somekind ofexpertwho
Pall
knowledge thatIwant to lecture
li_M
SeeGillispage7
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BySTEVECLARKE
Staff reporter
"Wall Street" to be its own reward. "I
don't sleep with whores," the elder
Sheen's character tells his son when
givena chance to sell out, "andIdon't
wake up with them."
When the son finally realizes what
dues hemust pay in order tobe able to
face himself again, the "whore" he has
been sleeping with has almost con-
sumed him. The beauty he finds in
redeeming himself bears a price he
doesn't shrink from paying, and it is a
large enough price to maintain the
validity of the film.
"Wall Street" covers territory which
hasbeen handledinprevious works with
aheavydoseofstereotypical writingand
acting.From the direction andediting to
the smallest actingparts, the stereotypes
have been cast aside in this picture to
give us the feel of actual peoplegetting
sucked along on an unreal ride which
has veryreal consequences.
S"Wall Street," now playing at severaleaters in the Seattle area, is an
engrossing look at modern financial
markets and theethical decisions facing
the people who work in them.
Consistently strong acting and well-
writtencharacters preventthis film from
sinking into yuppie mush or "Dynasty"
type melodrama, though it treads the
same waters.
When Charlie Sheen and Darryl
Hannah start spending the money he
makes practicing stock market insider
trading, for instance, sharing in their
glee isalmost irresistable. Sheen's char-
acterescapes theulcer-ridden confines of
a brokeragehousemazeby ferretting out
confidential information for Michael
Douglas' character,a mega-tycoonand
corporateraider.
Under the direction of Oliver Stone,
"Wall Street" captures the various
worlds of the people in the story. The
calculated madness of the selling floors
is contrasted sharply with scenes show-
ing just how well humans can live
when given enough money. Robin
Leach doesn't spoil this view from the
top, but all along you sense a fall
approaching.
Sheen's character uses information
givenunwittingly by his father, played
(convenientlyenough) byMartin Sheen,
Charlie's reallife father. The view of the
lives of those who work in companies
tossed about in merger wars is given
through the elder Sheen, who plays a
union mechanic for astrugglingairline.
Theyounger Sheen's character adjusts
and then discards his principles for a
time in his quest for glory. When he
sees the results of his actions on the
lives of his father and his father's
co-workers,he has to finda wayout.
The complexity of the trading stra-
tegies in "Wall Street" is sufficient to
be interesting without becoming so
entangled as to tie up the plot. The
likability of Douglas' character also
makes it easy to get involved in the
chicanery.
Everything in this movie seems to
work. The music,by Stewart Copeland
of Police fame, is mesmerizing, and
combines with creativecamera work and
direction to produce some very con-
vincing images of the vibrance of
various partsofNew YorkCity.
"Wall Street" is without question a
film with a moral,but themoral doesn't
oversimplify the issues involved. The
cynical and self-serving characters in
this movie are portrayed more as
doomed creatures without a satisfying
purpose in life thanas villains.
Thoughbattling these amoral giants
of the financial markets seems to be a
hopeless task, merely resisting the
rationale of materialism is shown in
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Piecora's puts diners inNew York state ofmind
Prices arereasonable. A 17" pizza is
$8 and toppings are $1.25. Pizza slices
cost $1.
Piecoras includes a variety of bever-
ages on the menu: Red Hook ale.Black
Hook ale, Calistoga flavors such as
black currant,orangeandKoala flavored
drinks such as mango and tangerine.
They don't serve wine,but theydo offer
espresso.
Debbie Piecora wanted aNew York
style to theinterior of the restaurant
The funky interiordisplaysan eclectic
assortmentof prints. A teddybearprint
rests next to a Claude Monet print.
Woodenbooths andred-checkered table-
cloths with fresh flowers on the table
set the mood for comfortable dining,
whileneon signs light up the window.
IfPiecoras doesn'thaveyour favorite
topping,they'll order it for you. Debbie
Piecora says, "We'll make an effort to
include it the next time. We want to
give them what they want."
By VILMAJ.TENNERY
staff reporter
The cooks at Piecora's make the pizzas fresh to order and add any topping
desired.
My friend gaveherheartyapproval to
the calzone, a huge turnover-like del-
icacy filled with ricotta andmozzarella
cheese. She added green peppers and
sausage,but any pizza topping can be
added
If Dan Piecora had found a pizza to
his liking, he might still be aBrooklyn
contractor instead of the owner of a
pizzeria.
"New Yorkers don't putall the things
we puton pizza," said Debbie Piecora,
Dan's wife.
:cora turned his desire for New
York pizza into a family-run business
six yearsago at 1401E.Madison St
The chef tossespizza dough into the
air, which forms its distinctive New
York thin bottom crust and thick sides.
The Piecoras believe their dough isso
good, if someone doesn't eat the crust,
theyask why.
Freshness counts, soeverything from
the sauce(the recipe comes from a
pizzeria in New York) and the fresh
hand-peeled, hand-cut garlic to the
grinding of fresh parmesan are made
daily. Distributors also deliver fresh
produceeveryday.
My server, Mary, willingly accom-
modated my requestfor a half portion
of the huge Piecora Salad. The salad,
artistically arranged with greens, arti-
choke hearts,green pepper,baby corn
and cherry tomatoesblended well with
the chunky bluecheese dressing(which
passed the freshness test)
Pizzas can be smothered with 17
different toppings such as thehotItalian
sausage,pcppcroni, fresh peeledgarlic
oraplain vegiecombination.
The pcppcronipizzasatisfiedmy taste
for spice.Ihad noproblem clearingmy
plate.
"Wall Street" questions the morality
of today's financial business world
AHIS&I-NIM I A I N M \ W f
Gillis fills life
with teaching
and writing
Continuedfrompage6
Gillis feels he owes much of his
successinboth theater andeducation to
hismother.
"She wasextremely literate,cultured
and well read,"he said. "Icanremember
how much funit was to read whenIwas
growing up. My mother had the
complete works of Shakespeare,andI
can't remember a time when Iwasn't
reading."
Gillis alsohasrecollections ofbeing
aware of theatre atan early age."Ihave
memories ofreading the anthologies of
the greatplays whenIwas in junior
high school," he said. "I used to read
writers like Tennessee Williams,andI
can remember being affected by their
control of language."
Having just completed a full-length
farsica! comedy titled "Zero at the
Bone," which he describes as "the dra-
matic form of what it's like to hear
someone tell a long story," Gillis is
now writing the script for a Day Care
Professional video on child abuse. He
plans tostart a new playcalled "Eveof
Invention,"adrama/comedy whichdeals
with therelationshipof ThomasEdison
andafemale robot
In the future, Gillis would like to
expand his abilities. He would like to
write novels and poetry, and is
considering theideaofsomedayrunning
"There's just so muchIwould like to
do," he said. "But for now, writing
plays and teaching keep me pretty
PRE-MED/SOCIAL SCIENCE STUDENTS
Gain a unique view of the cancer patient's world by becoming a
volunteer phoneworker with the Cancer Information Service for
Washington State at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center.
State-wide, toll-free hotline requires a mature individual tocommit 4
hoursper week.NationalCancerInstitute Certificationuponcompletion
of 60-80 hours of training begins in mid January. Call Dee at
1-800-4-CANCERor 467-4675 for an application.
"We learn from each other and offer
support by talking with women who
face similar circumstances."
Returning students have much to
offer through diverse experiences,
seasoned opinion andknowledge, says
Corwin. They comprise an important
resource to any campus, adds Corwin.
She believesreturning students arean
overlooked population that deserve
recognition.
Anothergroupoffered to womenon
campus is the Women's Brown-Bag
Lunch Group. This organization is
designed for women employees of SU
and aimed at introducing professional
women oncampus toone another.
The Brown Bag lunches began in
1986 with a small group who felt an
absence of networking among pro-
fessional women on campus. Sandra
Barker, assistantprofessorofEducation,
is one of the original five who started
the group.
When the group began,Barker says,
women faculty were feelinga senseof
isolation-being the minority in a male
dominated department and needing to
know where to seek out other women
oncampus.
Recently thegrouphas expanded to
include all women whoareemployedby
SU. "We have never been a group to
Design Centerpolishes skills Though convenient meeting timesare difficult to arrange for both groups,
REWIND meetsevery Wednesday in the
Bcllarminc Conference room from
12-1:00 p.m., andthe Women's Brown
BagLunchGroupalso meetsWednesday
"Given thenature of the institution
and the backgroundof the people who
administer it, there are some things that
don't occur to them because they don't
have a feminine perspective and there
isn'tanyone in their immediate circle to
offer that to them. So, it'scritical for us
toget together,"adds Barker.
According to Barker, when anissue
emerges, the group gives support or
agrees to make a statement of some
kind. She says the group has been
successful in clarifying some policy
issues by making their opinionsclear to
people.
follow set agendas or have scheduled
speakers," saysBarker. "We'remoreofa
support group and information sharing
group that concentrateson issuesamong
womenemployees."
Sandra Barker, assistant professor of
education, Is a member of Women's
Brown Bag lunch group.
givesstudents someexpectationof what
willbein store for them in their jobs.
and industry project.The seniors then
work on a specific project throughout
the entire year and are guided by the
scienceand engineeringfacultyadvisors.
"Itispartof theundergraduate core to
havemore design," said Skrinde.
Industry support has been very
enthusiastic. The goal for full program
developmentwas fiveyears and the goal
for industrial sponsorship for the first
year was three to six projects. The
sponsoring organizations have well
surpassed these expectationsand have
given a variety of topics for civil,
electrical,andmechanical engineering.
The electrical engineers have pro-
duced themajority of theprojectsso far,
dealing with computerhardware,micro-
waves and communications. An exam-
pleofanelectrical engineeringproject is
developinga 75-watt incandescent lamp
dimmer.
The mechanical engineering students
usually take on the more complex,
human interest problems. A clothes
dryerenergy-recovery system was one
successfulproject done by the students.
The very difficult projects, suchas this,
are not recommended by the students'
supervisorsbuthavebeen accomplished.
The projects in civil engineering deal
with structures and environmental
problems. A typical project topic is
producing astorm waterdrainagedesign
and flood control system for a Seattle
urban area.
The final project is presented in a
technical report at a technical meeting
emphasising communications skills.
The students annually compete in
SeattleDistrict and Northwest Regional
Technical PaperCompetitions and have
been successful. The civil engineering
students have won first place for the
past twelve years.
The addition of design into the cur-
riculum has enhanced the involvement
of the work place with the students and
flichuman ambition tostrive forwardexemplified in the Engineering
Design Center on the third floor of the
new Engineering Building. Students
have produced such wonders as a car-
poweredjack,agolfclub testerandeven
astair-climbing wheelchair.
The Design Center offers a design
studio, library, amphitheater, drafting
room, and engineeringgraphics labor-
atory all equipped with computers to
assistin theproduction of the projects
Projects deal with actual situations
andpreparestudents for the demands of
the industry, saidRolf Skrinde, director
of the DesignCenter. The purpose of
theDesign Center is to giveseniors the
chance toapply what theyhave learned
ina work-like environment.
The projects involve approximately
1,000 to 1,500 hours of work and are
completed in teamsof four people with
one faculty adviser and a coordinator
from the industry.
Skrinde, a professor of civil engi-
neering, came to teach at SU in 1984
from being a vice president at a
1,000-member engineering firm where
he was responsible for the marketing
and management of services. He was
also involved in international work
ranging from Seattle to Asia and
Australia.
Skrinde's main concern with the
Design Center is to coordinate the
students and the industry sponsors. The
Design Center provides a basis for
working relationships between the
University and the industry. Industry
organizations are asked to sponsor the
program in giving project ideas and
some financial assistance.
During engineering students' junior
year they choose anareaof interest and
arematched to the correspondingadvisor
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Groups offer support to Women
ByKELLY VANDOREN
staff reporter
gather to offer supportand share ideas.
Topicscenteronissuesposed to women
who notonlyplay the student role,but
also have many other roles in their
lives,such as wife,mother and working
professional.
Corwin says the group has
traditionally been set up as a weekly
lunch group offering speakers on such
topics as stress management,
achievement anxiety, balancing roles
anddream therapy.
"We'rebeginning to seeachange in
interests," says Corwin. "People are
getting to know each other and wanting
more ofa support group. This group of
ladies is findingout that they have a lot
to offer each other, and we're excited
about the seriesbeginning inFebruary."
"We deal withreal-life problems that
women are faced with," says Corwin.
Women who feel they are giving
more in relationships than they are
getting,or womeninvolved inaddictive
relationships that keep them' wishing
and hoping for change, will have a
chance toexplore these experiencesina
six week series ofdiscussions sponsored
by Returning to Education: Women in
New Directions (REWIND).
The series,basedonRobin Norwood's
book "Women who Love Too Much,"
begins Feb.3 and willbe the firstmajor
eventREWINDhas initiated.
REWIND was organized in 1984
primarily for undergraduate womenover
theage of 25.GlendaCorwin,assistant
director of SU's Counseling Center,
heads this small group of women who
We learn from each other
andoffer support by talking
with womenwho face
similar circumstances.-- Glenda Corwin, assistant director
of SU's CounselingCenter.
By STEPHANIEWHEAT
staffreporter
atnoonabout onceamonth.
FEATURES
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT WITH
GrayLineofSeattle
Gray Line of Seattle is looking for forty new
driver/guides for summer employment from June 1
—
September 30, 1988. Openings are for seasonal
sightseeing tour and schedule drivers. Preference will
be given to the applicants with the longest availability.
Part-time work available October through May.
*$7.50 per hour startingsalary
MO hour trainingperiod with trainingsalary
at $3.35/hr.
'Must be 21 yearsold or older as of June I,
1988.
"Current Washington State's driver's license
with good driving record.
"Must be able to passDepartment of
Transportationphysical
'Abilityto deal withpeopleand conduct
narrationof the Seattlearea and Mt.
Rainier National Park
"Some weekendandevening work required.
Trainingcan be scheduled around school.
For applications and tomake a reservation for a
general interest and information meeting, please
call (206) 624-5077.
GRAY LINE OF SEATTLE IS ANEQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
The Chiefs home game heroics have
come about through stiff second half
defense thathas either putclose games
awayorharassed teamsintocommitting
costly turnovers.
On Friday, Jan. 29 they face Simon
Fraser, which is 3-3 in the district and
11-9 overall. Al Rienstra shoots 52
percentfrom the field for theClansmen.
The next night the team travels to
Bellingham to face Western Washington
University, which was lurkingin second
place at 5-1 in district an 12-3 overall
prior to two games last week. The
Vikings,a quick team,are forcing over
21 turnovers pergame. They are 7-1at
home this year. GuardTim Dickerson's
15.5 points-per-game average leads the
team.All five Western starters average
in double figures.
Last week the Chieftains won four
straight home games, including a
thrilling 17 point come-from-behind
victory against Central Washington
University, to take firm hold of the
NAIA District 1 lead. After winning
eight of their ninehome games to forge
their league-leading record, the Chiefs
willgeta chance to work their magic on
theroad.
So far, the team is 3-6 on the road,
but none of those games have been
against district opponents.Half of their
road losses have come against NCAA
DivisionIand II teams. All of their
home wins have come against district
foes.
ByMARTYNILAND
sports editor
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The Lady Chieftains took solid hold
of secondplace inNAIADistrict 1 with
a pair of wins last week. On Jan. 22
they thumped Whitworth by a score of
102-76, and then knocked Western out
of firstplace with a thrilling 66-55 win.
JennyFredericks led five double digit
scorers in the Whitworth game with 22
points. Fredericks is shooting 61.7
percent, which ranks 12th among the
nation's NAIA women.Lisa Hillhitall
eightofher field goalattempts andadded
four free throws for 20points.
The women trailed Western by 10
midway through the first half, but
turnedon the defense and forced Western
The winsraised the women'srecord to
16-2 overalland 12-2inDistrict 1. This
week they face cross-townrival Seattle
Pacific,Friday at 7:30.
The Falcons are ledby the scoring of
Linda Johnson, who averages 21.3
points per game and Lori Robinett,
scoring 16.8 points per game. In the
last meeting between these two teams,
SU rallied to beat SPU 62-51 at
Connolly Center Jan. 9.
into tossing them a37-35 halftime lead.
The women then went on to their eighth
straight victory by building a 10 point
lead in the first 10 minutes of the
second half, thenheld Western scoreless
for over five minutes after they had
pulledwithin two.
FirSt PlaCe* pholobyJohnKamtMr.r
Tony Pope finishes off a Chieftain fast break in SU's 75-71 comeback
victory over defending district champ Central Washington. Pope scored 17
points in the game, which raised SU's NAIA District 1 record to 7-0.
Women:
SUdropsWestern
ByMARTYNILAND
sportseditor
Chieftains top Central,
take magic show on road
SPORTS &
RECREATION
The Ladv Chiefs:
In secondplace inNAIA District l;12-2 indistrict,
16-2 overall.
Last Week;
January 23-DefeatedWestern Washington,66-55." MichelleHackett: 17 points" SU outrebounded WWU,51-42
January22-Defeated Whitworth,102-76" JennyFredericks: 22points" SU shot 58percent in the first half.
This week:
January 29- At Seattle Pacific University" Falcons:7-5 inDistrict 1,10-6 overall." LindaJohnson scoresover 21points pergame for the
Falcons,LoriRobinett adds over16.
THECHIEFS:
In firstplace inNAIA District1;8-0 indistrict ,11-7
overall.
Last Week:
LastNight-DefeatedPacificLutheranUniversity 74-66"EricPetersen: 23points,including 13of13 from thefoul line."SU shot57.7 percentinthe firsthalf.
January 21-Defeated CentralWashingtonUniversity,74-71" Chiefs forced16 secondhalf turnovers,came from19
behind towin."Eric Petersen: 22 points.
This Week-
January 29-AtSimonFraser" Clansmen: 3-3indistrict."AlRienstrashootsover52 % for SFU
January 30-At Western Washington" Western: 5-1indistrict,11-3 overall." Vikings force 21 turnoversper game.
— -
Michelle Hackett scores a transition basket over Western Anna Rabel.
Hackett came off the bench to score 17 points and lead the Lady Chiefs to a
66-55 win, knocking the Vikings out of first place, and putting the SU
women a game behind first place Simon Fraser.
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From'Debate'pageone
said, "when we are so re-active instead
ofpro-active,and that's the way wehave
been with the whole AIDS issue."
Ursino said she does notendorse the
idea of making condoms available on
campus. "Itwouldbe verydivisive,"she
said. "Ithink wehave theresponsibility
to make sure the students know where
they could go" to getprophylactics,she
said, but "I think [actually providing
them] wouldbearealproblem."
Ursino said she believes distributing
condoms would promote promiscuity,
"andbesides,half thepeopledon'tknow
how to use them right"
She stressed Campus Ministry is
open to all students, and noted that in
this,her fourth year counseling at SU,
"I've had a tremendous increase in
students coming to me with sexuality
issues."
According to Audrey Ponten, R.N.,
who works in the health center on the
ground floor of Bellarmine Hall, no
students or doctorshave brought up the
subjectof makingcondoms available on
campus. All students are elegible to
receive medical treatment and infor-
mation at the center.
Pontennoted the literature available at
the center on AIDS "is very thorough,"
and well-read. "Iknow theyread it," she
says, "because we see it scattered out
mostdays."
The Wteralure stresses that thosewho
reject abstinence or mutual fidelity
shoulduse latex condoms toreduce their
risk of contracting the disease. One of
the booklets graphically explains how
to use condoms and spermicidal
products, recommending those which
contain nonoxynol-9,available in most
contraceptive foams, tablets and jellies.
The availability of such information
on campusand the low-keynatureofits
existence reflects the tentative natureof
the Catholic Church's stand. The bish-
ops' letter will be reviewed in June,
according to Ursino,and there isagreat
deal of controversy in the Catholic
Church about how to deal with the
issue.
Stephen Sundborg, S.J., rector of
SU's Jesuit community, said news that
a priest in Portland, Fr. Davis, S.J.,
contracted AIDS,has broughthome to
him the issue of AIDS and prompted
him to consider where SU should go
with it.
Obviously, a university has a role to
play in informing students and the
community about the disease and its
prevention,Sundborg said. "I'dbe very
much in favor of SU being a place
where wecan helpwith that educational
process," headded
While noting that moral theology is
not his particular area of expertise,
Sundborg said, "my own layman's view
is basically that the emphasis in SU
about the AIDS issue should not be
around the issue of 'safe sex.'Idon't
think that's what we standfor."Careand
compassion in dealing with AIDS
victims would bemore appropriateasa
central theme, Sundborg said.
He added that information about con-
dom use should also be provided. "I
think that's why the bishops them-
selves...made somemention that that is
also an aspect of the whole educative
process," Sundborg said.
Gary Chamberlain,Ph.D., chairper-
son of SU's department of theological
and religious studies,said the Catholic
Church should stress "care, support and
nurturing in relationships," rather than
the ability of those relationships to
produce children,Chamberlain said.
"My own view is that Christianity
should look upon homosexuality as it
looks uponheterosexuality in termsof
the same criteria;inother words,are we
talking about true, long-lasting com-
mitments of fidelity,"Chamberlain said.
He brushed aside questions about con-
domuse andinformation saying, "it'sa
minor issue but it gets all kinds of
peopleall upset."
Amidst the discussionof SU's role in
educating students and the community
about AIDS, two SU students,Kelley
Scanlon and Erik Lausund, are putting
together an AIDS education week
scheduled for springquarter.
"The idea was initiated by an
increasing sense for the need of more
awareness" about the disease,Lausund
said.Eventsduring the week are planned
to include films, workshops, panel
discussions and possibly even a dance,
he said.
Lausund noted that, in addition to
increasing awareness about AIDS and
the plight of its victims, a major
emphasis is being made to make the
weeka "celebration of life."
"We don't want it to be a 'gloom
week,1
"
he said.
"Considering the special context in
which SU stands," he said, "it is very
important to take a variety of per-
spectivesintoconsideration" whendeal-
ing withAIDS education.
Homeless remain without
government funding
ByMICHAELABETOR
staff reporter
Julie French watches as Christina Hightower prepares to throw a frisbee
outside the Student Union Building.
"In 1980, only 16 percentof persons
on public assistance gotpublic hous-
ing," saidCarter.
The panel was not optimistic about
the housing problem butall agreed the
reasons for the staggering number of
homeless people were lack of govern-
ment fundingandhighunemployment.
There is noplace for thepoor to go
but the streets, Hogan told the 20-
member audience,consisting of mainly
Peace andJustice Center members.
"We are tearing down old buildings
but we're not doing anything to replace
(them)," Carter said. He went on to say
that theSeattle HousingAuthorityhas a
waiting list of 3000 people wanting
publichousing.
The panel, which had no solution for
the housing problem, implored the
audience to get involvedin government
issues and vote.
Panel discusses plight
of the hungry
Thepanel consisted ofNancy Smith,
executivedirectorof anon-profit organ-
ization that renovatesbuildings for use
aslow-income housing, Jim Hogan,SU
political science instructor,Judy Carter
of the Yesler Terrace Neighborhood
House, Lori Godsby, middle-income
single parent and Bob Santos,resident
of theInternational District.
The discussion, moderated by Bill
Grace,director of student leadership,and
sponsoredby the Peace Justice Center,
addressed the issues ofhomclcssness and
lack ofpublichousingin Seattle.
Until the governmentbecomes more
involved, no solution to the lack of
public housing will be found,concluded
panel members in a discussion on
housing issues, Jan. 20 in the library
auditorium.
from'Central'page five
responsible for their own employment
capabilities. People that rely on food
banks and commodities are eco-
nomically trapped. They live in cheap
housing, haveno urban skills and can't
getoutof their situation."
Evans, who grew up in the Central
Area,spentsome time behindbars,and
eventually motivated himself to mo-
tivate others disagreedwithLevinson.
"I'm anexample people can change,"
he said.
A questioner from the audience
asked what were food banks doing for
long term follow-up and employment
for their clients.
Evansanswered thatC.A.M.P. has an
employment program,housingvouchers
and a clothingbank so clients might be
able to find long term solutions.
Evans then summed up the evening's
presentation on a noteall the panelists
nodded inagreementwith.Hechallenged
the audience togetout thereand see first
hand what the hunger situation is all
about.
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Campus examines need
for AIDS education
BARRY EBEN. PH.D.
Clinical psychologist and former director,
SU Counseling Center
PERSONAL CONSULTATION
emotional distress, relationships,self-esteem, assertiveness,
procrastination, loss, problems at work or school,and other issues.
Incomebased fees. King CountyMedical Preferred Provider.
Eligiblefor manyother insurances.
WashingtonPsychologyLicense *757
1836 Westlake Aye.N.
-
Suite 300 A 285-7771
Seattle. WA 98109 527-7053
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FfITHER DfINIEL BERRIGfIN, S.J..
IE^U3M Father Daniel Berrigan, S.J., long time
peace activist, luill talk on
TimandErin peacemaking in the 80s, in the
got secretlu married over Christmas Engineering Ruditorium. Sponsored
break,. We have decided to honor the bg the Coalition for Human Concern
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Uniuersitg community. Come and
hear true "James Bond" type stories
Following the F.R.C.T. RT 8:00 in the Chieftain RSSU is and uihghe feels a responsibility to
sponsoring a movie "the mission". share this inside information ujith
the public. Sponsored bij RSSU.
Student handbooks and i.d. cards can be picked up at the wOvSSr^A
Need a locker? Cost is $4.00 for the entire year. Sign up I Z/!'£
in the RSSU office.
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Berriganspeaks today
Civil disobedience is the only political tactic left to confront warmakers,
accordingto DanielBerrigan,SJ.
Berrigan, whohasbeen activein thecivilrights and peacemovements for years,
willspeak on "Imaginingand Working Toward aNon-Violent World," Wednesday
atnoon in theEngineering Auditorium and at 7:30p.m. inCampion Ballroom on
"Non- Violence and BiblicalSpirituality."
The author of scores of books over the past 30 years, Berrigan has been
nominated for threeNational Book Awards. Amonghisbooks are "TheTrial of the
CatonsvilleNine," "The Geographyof Faith," "Selected andNew Poems," "Lights
on intheHouseof theDead: APrison Diary," "TheRaftIsNot the Shore: Toward
a Buddhist-Christian Awareness" and"ABook of Parables," according toEdward
Duff,S.J., who has writtena seriesofarticles about Berrigan.
Hispolitical pessimism is total. "American power is locked into itsmethod, its
sleepwalking, itsnightmare, its rampant and irreversible character. No change in
thepersonnelofpower seems to bringabout any serious change in the functioning
and direction of power,in the misuse and grinding under of human beings," he
says.
Berrigan also has examined what he calls the moral monstrosity of South
Africanapartheid, theplight ofblacks inNew Orleans andBaltimore andAmerican
supportof military regimes inLatin America.
All thoughtful men will come, says Berrigan, to "the dawning realization that
practically nothing of traditional civilized structures is functioning for human
welfare. This is true of medicine,education,communication,arts, the Church and
indeed,Godhelpus,the courts."Berrigan believes the Americanpolitical order has
lost its moral legitimacy.
Among younger Jesuits, his example and charismatic personality have
stimulated the conviction that Christianity has a social message and they are
involvedin itsmeaning for the world.
"Man is unready for a human future. He has not grown those organs and
resources which allow him to function inan alternate way, where helives and to
reach outwithpublic consequences,"hesays.
LOOKING
AHEAD
ONCAMPUS
Seattle University's Learning
Centerand Writing Center presentsa
seminar on TestPreparation andTest
Taking,Tuesday,Feb. 2.The seminar
is free and willbe held from 5 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. in Pigott 305. For more
information call296-5740.
This is the opportunity of a
lifetime to join Singers Anonymous
as it expands to become the
Faculty/Staff Chorale. Everyone is
welcome-whether bass, soprano, alto
tenor, mezzo, contralto, baritone,
squeaker or groaner. They will meet
Wednesdays from 12:10 to 1 p.m. in
Buhr 109.
Want to take another look at
Catholicism, get deeper into the
hows, whys, and wherefores of the
religious experienceand prepare for
Con- firmation? Contact Joseph
McGowan,S.J., atCampus Ministry,
296-6075. Two weekly sessions will
be available, Thursdays 8-9:30 a.m.,
6-7:30 p.m. First session is
Thursday, Jan. 28, 6-7:30 p.m.
XavierRoom411.
"Watershed politics and Green
Cities Movement" willbe the topic
of discussion on Feb. 4 at noon in
Bannon auditorium. Peter Berg,
director and founder of the Planet
Drum Foundation, will speak on
linking ecologyandcommunity.
OFF CAMPUS
Pacific Center is sponsoring a
weekned trip to Yakima in search of
Elk and Bighornsheep on Feb.6and
7. Reserve your space by Jan. 29 by
calling 443-2925. Cost is $75 for
members and $87.50 for
non-members.
Campus offers
varied diet
from'Students' pagethree
Studentscomplain about thelocation
of the marketplace and some would
prefer to eat there if its hours were
different. Stephani Wheat, SU student,
says, "I would prefer to eat at the
Marketplacebecause they have a much
better menuandsalad bar,but all of my
classes are near the Chieftan, soIeat
there outofconvenience."
Anderson says he has done
marketing researchon the problem and
the Marketplace justdoesn't get the flow
of traffic required to keep extended
hours.
Anderson saidhe tried to incorporate
trail mix and all natural foods into the
Marketplace menu, but after a trial
period of two quarters they only sold
thirty packages.
A food committee meeting is held
every month and is open to the public
and all students. The next meeting is
scheduled for January 28 and will be
heldinBellarmine's 1981 room.
Anderson encourages anyone to
participate and said, "The best way to
see something done is not to wait for
something to happen, but to do
somethingabout it."
New registration
system tested
from 'SIT pagethree
Next quarter,Matteo Ricci students
and two graduate student departments
willbe used to test the system.
Matteo Ricci students were
instrumental last November when they
were asked to try out the Touch-Tell
system for winter registration.
"The Touch-Tell Class registration
system made it so easy for me to
register this time, that Iactually
thoughtI'ddonesomething wrong,"said
Niki Szablya, a junior Matteo Ricci
student.
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CLASSIFIEDS
TYPING/ WORD PROCESSING/
RESUMES. Five blocks fromcampus.
Sense of humor, some genius.
325-3081.
SU's closest affordable housing. (15 )
new 1 Bdrm, Security, City Views,
Quiet Units. 3 blocks west, 925Cherry- $325 rent - Istmonth $250 + dep. -
382-9601.
Earn $50-$100perday marketing credit
cards tostudents on your campus.Work
F/T orP/T.Call 1-800-932-0528.
Japanese-English speaking student
wanted to teachconversational Japanese.
Salary negotiable. Partial trade-off for
room & board possible.Sendresume to:
K. Tamura, 1323-13th Aye. So.,
Seattle, Wa. 98144.
Duplex for rent.2 Bdrms, 2blocks from
campus, w/w carpet, electric heat,
utilities included,yard. $285.283-9390,
776-8794.
Mature female for occasional evening
sitting in Wallingford, 2 young
children,own transportation preferred,
hr. feenegotiable.Pat 547-0507.
"Women Who Love Too Much"
-
6-wk
group exploring how to love without
"losing yourself in the relationship.
Sponsoredby REWIND for SU women
students over age 25. Will meet Wed-
nesdays, 12-1 p.m., Bellarmine Con-
ference Room, beginning Feb. 3.
Contact Glenda Corwin, Counseling
Center, 296-6090, ASAP.
Need assistance with a library research
paper? REFERENCE AND INFOR-
MATION SERVICES staff will offer
"RPCs" from 28 JANUARY to 19
FEBRUARY. Sign up at the INFO.
SERVICES DESK, 2nd FLOOR,
LEMIEUXLIBRARY.
CRUISE SHIPS
NOWHIRING. M/F
Summer&Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:
206-736-0775 Ext.4l9H
PIECORA'S
DELIVERS
NEW YORK
PIZZA
Yol FreshandhotlNew York17" Pizza
pie for $8.00
-
right to yourdoor. Or try
ourhevty calzones.hotheros or
salads
- togo-minimum delivery
order Is 8bucks. Sucha deall Were
opentor lunch tooso stopby.
14th and eastMadison
Free Delivery
322-9411
| no cash value
ANY 17" PIZZA
Limit onecoupon pot partyper visit
OfferValidonlyat Piecotai on
14thandE.Madison
Free Parking inRear
Rubes® By Leigh Rubin
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